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M-Stone Upstands with BB Complete

Product description

M-Stone upstands are constructed using a unique blend of natural quartz particles and resin.
BB Complete is a high performance, single part, moisture curing hybrid adhesive, colour match sealant.
BB Complete is used to install the M-Stone upstands.

Material classification

Substrate are classified B-s1, d0 as specified by supplier.
BB Complete is temperature resistant between -40°C and 90°C.

Designs

A full range of decors are available, refer to current brochure.
A full range of matching BB Complete adhesives and sealants are available, refer to current brochure.

Sizes, panel formats and weights (nominal)

3050x100x12mm surface and one long and two short edges finished, weight 12.0 kg

BB Complete adhesives

BB Complete neutral panel adhesive comes in 290ml cartridges.
BB Complete colour matched adhesive/sealant comes in 80ml and 290ml cartridges.
All BB Complete cartridges will be suitable to be used with a C90 applicator gun..

Packaging

Individually wrapped in twin wall card wrap with external product identification labelling
Ends protected with unique 50mm crumple zones.
Installation instruction leaflet included in installation kits.

Guarantee

Bushboard M-Stone upstands are guaranteed for 10 years. Bushboard will make good by repair and/or replacement (at its discretion) any M-Stone upstands of its manufacture which can be shown to have failed by reason of defects in this manufacture, subject to wear and tear, provided the product has been installed and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and that the products are used for their intended purpose. Proof of date and place of purchase required. This guarantee is in addition to your statutory rights as a consumer and does not affect your rights in any way.

BB Complete adhesive used for all worktop joints has a 3 year guarantee.